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Sitting here looking out of the window on an early spring morning I 
realise how true is the saying “Time Flies” – yes, it surely does!  2018 
is upon us and we begin to prepare for Easter and then summer.  
The Kaptan June Sea Turtle Conservation Foundation keeps us busy 
with monthly management meetings, counting stock and ordering 
new items for the summer season.  Checks of our beach hut have 
lately been made, minor repairs organised and we seek volunteers 
for painting and so on.  But good news – Dalyan weather this winter 
has been mostly mild so refurbishment is minimal and easy.
I fill in my time with visits to friends both here in Dalyan and Fethiye 
and Mugla; also Istanbul where work on the film of Kaptan June’s life 
continues into its 18 month workload – greatly exciting!
Dalyan village is still in winter mode and so different from the 
summer scene – but there are some lovely days at Iztuzu Beach 
where the café remains open all winter, walking by the peaceful 
river and reflecting upon its beauty and peace which reminds me of 
summer and the urgent need to work on organising appeals to the 

boat kaptans to do the right thing and accept a gift of one of our free propeller guards to save the turtles 
from injury.  This thought reminds me to check on the current number of signatures collected on our 
petition since signing began late last summer.
At home, with not a cloud in the sky, my pets – 4 dogs and a couple of cats – lie around sun-bathing!
I’m looking forward to greeting you, my dear friends, back in Dalyan over the coming months but I’m also 
anticipating some quick trips of my own this summer to visit friends and family in Geneva, London and 
Umbria (Italy).  My thoughts also turn to Berlin where I spent last Christmas and New Year where I revelled 
in good company, fine food, cinema, concerts and celebrated my 95th birthday.

What a lucky Kaptan I am!
Kaptan June

Newsletter 
“Here’s your captain speaking” In this Issue:

My Diary

Would YOU like to be volunteer or do you know someone else who would ...
Without volunteers, we could not run our centre at the beach, distribute flyers, organize events and do all the little things that have to be done and that 

you don’t see. PLEASE contact us: kaptanjuneseaturtleconservationfoundation@gmail.com

Our website:
www.dalyanturtles.com

Kaptan June in Berlin 
over Christmas 

2017 where she also 
celebrated her 95th 

birthday.

Our E-mail address 
is:

kaptanjuneseaturtlefoundation
@gmail.com

With the 2018 season nearly upon us, Kaptan June’s volunteers met 
together in her home to discuss plans.  This gave everyone a welcome 
opportunity to catch up with each other now that the winter is over.  
Also joining everyone for the afternoon was Thomas, our esteemed 
Newsletter Editor - as Thomas lives some distance from Dalyan, his 
presence was particularly appreciated.
Arrangements for the coming summer were discussed and  finalised.  
Volunteer Stan Allett was able to report that the beach hut had 
withstood the winter weather extremely well and whilst he had carried 
out a few minor repairs, nothing major required attention which was 
a relief to all.  A slight reorganisation of the layout of the inside of the 
beach hut was agreed upon which it is hoped will give space to display more information and background 
details, both about the beach and the turtles but also about Kaptan June and her story.
Then the beach hut will be cleaned and “dusted down” and stocked, and 
everyone agreed upon an anticipated opening date of mid-May.
Everyone also set-to to enjoy real Cheddar cheese sandwiches (deli-
cious!), some of Kaptan June’s wonderful trifle and a glass or two of 
wine, amongst other tasty goodies!
An extremely enjoyable afternoon, and many thanks to Kaptan June for 
inviting everyone and for her hospitality.

So we’re getting ready here in Dalyan - all we need now is you, our won-
derful Friends and Supporters, to come and see us again this year!
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Friends of the Foundation Newsletter - Annual Subscription

We have started to send out details of how you can renew your annual subscription to the Foundation, and 
renewals fees are beginning to be received.  If you have received a request to renew, we look forward to 
hearing from you soon.  If you have any queries about renewing, please let us know and we will do all we 
can to assist.
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Here are images of our highly successful Christmas Fayre, held in Dalyan 
December 2017.  It was extremely well attended and there were more 
stalls than in previous years - in fact, not only the main square but also 
the adjoining area on the other side of the mosque was filled with stalls.  
The atmosphere was suitably festive with many Christmas themed items 
for sale - cards, decorations, gifts and food.  Kaptan June particularly 
recalls Greg Frank’s marvellous array of home made specialities including 
mincemeat!
The Mayor’s visit to the Fayre during the course of the day proved very 

popular and the volunteers on the Kaptan June Sea Turtle Conservation Foundation stall were delighted 
when he stopped and purchased a copy of the book “Kaptan June and The Dalyan Turtles”.  Also making 
a brief call due to pressure of work was Father Christmas which delighted children and adults alike!
Altogether a happy and successful day for everyone.

UPDATE!       UPDATE!       UPDATE!

Petition to encourage the authorities to stop the Turtle Feeding 
Excursions

You will recall that this petition was started by the Kaptan June Sea 
Turtle Conservation Foundation towards the end of last summer.  
This has been operated both in hard copy at the Foundation’s Beach 
Hut HQ and also on line –

www.ipetitions.com/petition/kaptan-june-turtle-paradise

The petition is still open on line and once the season begins again 
this year visitors to the beach will be invited to support this initiative 
by signing the sheets available at the beach hut.

We are pleased to report that during the winter the Foundation was contacted by the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) 
who had been told about our efforts and were keen to support and assist.  In due course, a blog was written by Kaptan June which 
now appears on their website together with a link which takes you directly through to the on-line petition.  Since this went live, we 
know that increased interest has been generated and the number of signatures has increased.

We take this opportunity to thank the IFAW for their interest and support and would encourage you, our Friends, to visit their 
website so you can see the important and valuable work they do to protect animals of all kinds right around the world.

www.ifaw.org
www.ifaw.org/united-kingdom/turtle-feeding-turkey-conservation-petition

Kaptan June has decided to keep the petition going for a few more months before submitting it to the relevant authorities.  In the 
meantime, if you haven’t added your name to this petition we would encourage you to do this – also, please tell your friends and 
family so they can support us in this important initiative as well.  Kaptan June, her volunteers – and most important of all, the turtles 
– will be very grateful.
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The following article, written by Kaptan June, appeared in a local ex-pat newspaper back in March 2006.  
The situation in Dalyan and the surrounding area is somewhat different now with many shops catering for 
the “needs” of the now much enlarged ex-pat community and the social whirl that now exists.  The vast 
array of items on sale at the Dalyan Christmas Fayre is proof of how things have changed.   Hope you find 
this amusing !

Too Many Different Dates for the Diary in Turkey

When in 1984 I went to live in a hut on a Turkish beach, my object was to escape the pressures of a high-octane lifestyle Gstaad, a 
Swiss ski resort.  Civil, social and sport commitments had become frantic.  Life on the beach and subsequently in the nearby village 
proved to be the perfect antidote, as I found myself enjoying days, weeks and months of inactivity.
In this Muslim country even the tyranny of Christmas and Easter were missing and reading of traffic jams and shopping frenzy in 
Europe encouraged me to fall into the trap of believing I had beaten the system.

There are but two main Muslim holidays - Sugar Bayram and Sacrifice Bayram – both passed off with a minimum of fuss and a 
maximum of family gathering.  Presents were not given (except sweets for the children) and only on one occasion did I find myself 
honour bound to wear shoes and put on a nice frock.  Birthdays were not celebrated, therefore no stress finding the right gift.
Weddings, engagements and circumcisions were easy-going affairs where the problem of gifts was solved by simply pinning bank notes 
onto the protagonists’ clothes.  Invitations were announced over the village tannoy-system leaving one’s mantelpiece free of RSVP 
cards and obviating the need to write accepting or declining.

A couple of National Days made up the rest of our social whirl with charming school children parading to a cacophonous brass band, 
and the Mayor making a speech.  As to sport, the nearest ski resort was hundreds of kilometres away as were tennis courts, golf 
courses, bowling alleys and skating rinks.  Perfect relaxation!  Alas! Not to last.
As the years passed, tourism caught up with this peaceful haven.  Soon visitors were introducing the inhabitants to the bliss of 
birthdays; our local baker began making showy gateaux and presents were given.  Development continued and as foreigners bought 
second homes they brought with them their own social calendars.

Now, not only do they celebrate birthdays and anniversaries, but births, housewarmings and swimming pool inaugurations.  My 
mantelpiece is bristling with invitations and I am constantly required to dress up and wear shoes.
The social situation has been compounded by the fact that the newcomers represent many nationalities. Christmas is now a three-
party affair as Germans and Austrians celebrate St Nicholas on 6th December, the Brits stick to luncheon on the 25th and other 
Europeans opt for dinner on the 24th.  We haven’t got round to carol singers yet but Christmas picnics on the beach produce a 
medley of American, German, Dutch and English music.

New Year is barely over before, on Twelfth Night (6th January) we Brits are removing our Christmas decorations and as we do so, 
Germans, Austrians and Swiss are honouring the Three Kings.  Easter brings egg hunts, egg paintings and hot cross bun baking.
Furthermore, we’re back to the stress of finding presents, decorations, wrapping paper and ribbons – not easy in a Turkish village.  
Now the Germans have introduced “Fasching” (carnival) at the end of Lent and we are frantically seeking fancy dress, hats, masks, 
streamers and whoopee cushions – even more difficult shopping-wise.

All of this is potentially embarrassing in a Muslim village where such fripperies and frivolities are alien.  Should Ramadam, the period of 
fasting, coincide with Fasching, I have been known to leave for Rhodes thereby avoiding any serious embarrassment.
Sport, too, begins to overtake us.  Tennis courts have been built not 15km away, the visitors jog remorselessly and the Ministry of 
Tourism is planning a ski resort in the mountains an hour away.

In the meantime, it’s St Patricks Day and I am eating green mashed potatoes with Irish friends.  Hardly have we hung up our shillelaghs 
than it is Whitsun followed by May Day.  Soon it’s Midsummer’s Night and fantasies run riot with hibiscus behind the ear and skinny-
dipping.  Summer flies with the Americans celebrating Uncle Sam on 4th July, and the French letting off fireworks on the 14th!

Then we arrive at 1st August, Swiss National Day, with bonfires, cowbells and fondue.  As autumn approaches, there are farewell parties 
for those returning home at the end of the summer season and, of course, in-between there are the usual birthdays and various 
anniversaries along with housewarmings.

November approaches and yes – surely we have a quiet month before packing up presents once more for St Nicholas – but no – 
hopes are dashed when some American residents organise Thanksgiving and Halloween and we are desperately looking for pumpkins.
Well – here I am at the start of another year.  I’ve figured on no activities whatsoever as the rains deluge down and the number of 
arriving flights is drastically reduced but then the phone rings.  “We’re hoping you’ll come to our Valentines Party.”  Oh my goodness, 
I’d quite forgotten!  I’ll scour my wardrobe for suitable attire and then – peace until Easter.  Bliss!  No activities, it’s too cold to swim, 
too muddy for cycling and the tranquil weeks stretch ahead until we begin egg painting again.

Then I flip the leaves of my diary and – horror of horrors – a date catches my eye!  I fling the diary across the room as I suddenly 
remember – Shrove Tuesday and yes – I’ve promised to make pancakes for 20!

This time it’s not about turtles!


